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Cut the red tape
The Champion examines the lack of stateismen in government. See Page 2.

Meeting your mate
LC prof Dr. Ken West discussed mate selection last Thursday. See Page 4.

Going out in style
The Flames ended its 7-4 season with a 45-24 romp of N.C. A&T. See Page 6.

LETTERS

LU debaters benefit from GMU defeat

By BEN LAFROMBOIS

Champion Reporter

George Mason University in the prime competition in the national rankings this year.

LU debaters benefit having a high-point weekend on our off-weekend," O'Donnell said. "As intercollegiate debate rules prohibit the best school from competition.

On-Campus debate: Debaters tackle term limitation with W & L

By BEN LAFROMBOIS

Champion Reporter

Term limitation has become a national issue in the past few months.

"Term limitation is being talked about in a lot of states, and something a few states have adopted," Hampton said. "It's in a current issue and the recent election demonstrated the importance of the issue."

"It is a 3 to 1 split in the House with 98 percent of incumbents running for re-election," O'Donnell added.

Time will be given between the opening speeches and the rebuttals for an audience question and answer period. Members of the debate co-director, said.

Courtney McNair, associate debate co-director, said. "The issue of this debate is that the term limitation proposal is too restrictive." The six-month time limit for renewal of the term would allow the incumbent to run for re-election.

By COURT W. OLSON

News Editor

Kimblll to take Christ to 20 state universities

By CURT W. OLSON

News Editor

Contemporary Christian music singer and songwriter Kim Hill could be considered a maverick in the Christian music field; despite her new-comer status, she has definite ideas about what she wants for her music career in the United States.

Hill's concert at the Liberty Fieldhouse, was in response to last week's senate story concerning money being lost through the Business Office as well as repairmen to knock on the door before they enter a dorm room. If no-one is in the dorm room, the repairmen will be requested to find the dorm room occupant before they can enter.

The DeMoss Hall ticket window is now presenting tickets for seven concerts.

Editorial

"Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty." I Corinthians 3:17

President pales in shadow of Reagan legacy

During the decade of the '80s, one man stood tall among a jumble of tax-and-spend liberals, a Klansman-friendly henchman and what millions of Americans who operate on a family budget already knew: Having more checks doesn't mean you have more money. He had new ideas which, as columnist has said, "He was pro-choice, Bush will quickly learn how important the..." or edit any letter received, accept, reject or drop them off in DH 109 or the Liberty post office before July. The deadline for all letters is

The ultimate test for the regiment, however, comes during battle. In the movie, "Glory," Union Army forays into battle with its grandiose title.

The Liberty Champion is interested in how policy will affect its own personal wealth and/or cut their tax breaks, which would add to the deficit. The method with which it takes betrays the writers and their stated purpose. I have no respect for the writers to lead the assault. The result 1. Leave on Monday, otherwise. 2. The company tends to make costly decisions without..." 3. Leave on Monday, anyway. 4. Figure out how to cook turkey, mashed potatoes and pumpkin pie on your roommate's iron. 5. Sit around in your dorm with all your friends who couldn't go home and talk about how we had a great Thank

ROBERT J. GRAY

George Bush has often spoken about his commitment to the pro-life cause, but what has he done? He has appointed a SCOTT D'VINCENT

BUFFALO, N.Y.

"Congress wants to cut the deficit, but Congress can't agree on how to do so.

Civil War's 54th Infantry Regiment creates plot for glorious movie

"Glory" presents the struggles of the famous" movie, one of our nation's darkest hours, is one of the finest war movies ever made. The film's focus is on the bravery and courage of the soldiers who fought and died in the Civil War. The story of the 54th Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry Regiment is...
Legislators sacrifice leadership to embrace political rhetoric

By BRANDI BARNUM

The American politicians of the 1700s were definitely more aligned to their constituents than are today's politicians. In fact, many of them died fighting for their beliefs.

Politicians today are often seen as hucksters fighting for their special interest groups and other "pressing" issues to connote with their constituents.

It seems as if the fervor and enthusiasm for the country today is one that is less fervent and less forthcoming than it was in the 1700s. This may not seem entirely accurate, but one can argue that politics today is more polished and less real.

Everyone has heard horror stories about the corruption and dishonesty of today's politicians. This may be true, but it is also not entirely accurate, as many politicians are not actually as corrupt as they seem.

Many great statesmen of the past, such as Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams and John Locke, made many great sacrifices for the growth and prosperity of their country.

In fairness, however, not all politicians of today are corrupt and dishonest. There are a few politicians who have honest hearts and honest intentions, such as the newly-elected Caroline Summer, Jesse Holme.

How about those original jokes, anyway? A typical episode consists of MacGyver trying to rescue some girl in Central American country.

During his quest, he is captured by the bad guys, who make his life as difficult as possible. MacGyver uses his knowledge of science and technology to escape from the bad guys and to use his gadgets as weapons.

One show that I think the first time I watched "MacGyver" I was "sucked in," any "type of government," I realized that the main character is a tough, yet intelligent man who is always on the lookout for new inventions.

On the same week that "MacGyver" was aired, the U.S. Congress voted to raise taxes by almost $300 billion. Cannot we see how some of my ancestors and friends are founded on the principles of traditional Christian beliefs.

Perhaps more important than becoming involved with politics is to understand the moral convictions of those in leadership positions would be a little more convincing.

President '76" glued below their faded things, even if it does speed up mechanical wonder, everything had now been replaced by today's politicians. I still see Pintos and President '76. I am not one of those who think that we should be more like today's politicians.

Do something today that makes you feel like you are making a difference. Whether it is volunteering at a local shelter or simply for yourself or someone you care about.

It will be a test to see where you stand when you next find yourself in a situation where you are the only one who can make a difference.
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**Scaremare ends; turns to follow-up of decisions**

**By BETH A. PRICE**

Director of Church Ministries, said. "The success can be attributed not only to greater attendance, but also to the YouthQuest officers' commitment in assisting the club members. "The main focus of Scaremare is bringing the gospel message to the untold. This is done through tent meetings, held after people leave the house of Death."

**By KERI BURNS**

**By JULIE BEUTLER**

**By BETH A. PRICE**

**Director for Church Ministries, said. "We need to make a commitment in the pro-life movement's fight against the illegal abortion law. We need to unite and make a stand because it is the only way to get the pro-life movement to change."

**School of Arts and Sciences**

**Nursing program seeks accreditation**

**By JULIE HEUTER**

**The Nursing Department, one of Liberty's largest, is scheduled to graduate its first class of thirty-seven men and women in the spring of 1991. According to the National League for Nursing, a commission of the National League for Nursing will conduct a visit to the School of Nursing to evaluate the program for seven days in the spring of 1991.**

**"In the future, Librarians for Life will continue to encourage students involved in the pro-life movement to fight to stop abortion in this nation by writing D.C. Projects. Nov. 16-17. "Students will take part in rallies and marches in the Washington D.C. area," Dr. Charles Poe, associate pro-"
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Experts believe Bush must stop political hemorrhaging

By RICHARD BENEDETTO
USA TODAY Staff Writer
WASHINGTON

A few politicians care. Analysts pick up over the
Bush administration's
guns in the Middle East.
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Football team wins last game for seniors

The Liberty Flames dominated Saturday evening victory over the 16th-ranked Aggies 45-24 romp. The Flames were the potential "spoilers" for the ranked teams, but they were unable to come through in the end. The Aggies struck first blood with a field goal, but the Flames would dominate the rest of the game. The Aggies took over on their second possession, and the Flames would take over on their next possession. The Flames would dominate the rest of the game, and the Aggies would only score two more field goals.
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Winning season!

Netters finish season at 17-1

By LORI HILLARD

The Liberty Netters volleyball team finished a winning season last weekend by registering a victory over UVA, 3-0, to give them a 17-13 record for the year. Look for the Flames to play in the regional tournament, being held at Virginia Beach, Jan. 20-21.

Senior co-captain Kim Thomas and Theresa Bream displayed their talents in the final game. Senior co-captain Kim Thomas contributed 10 kills and 10 total digs, and Theresa Bream displayed their talents in the final game. Sister of the year, Theresa Bream contributed 10 kills and 10 total digs.

Coach Steve Hurst

"The Liberty Flames can be proud of their season," Hurst said. "We had a great team this year." Hurst praised his team's efforts throughout the season. "This team has worked hard," Hurst said. "They have practiced hard and played hard." Hurst also credited the Flames' success to their strong leadership on the court.

The Liberty Flames defeated Georgia Tech 3-0 in the first round of the tournament, then defeated the University of Mississippi 3-1 in the semifinals. In the finals, they defeated the University of Texas 3-2 to win the championship.

The Flames finished the season with a 17-1 record, which included 10 straight victories to start the season. The team was led by senior co-captain Kim Thomas, who had 17 kills and 17 total digs. Theresa Bream added 12 kills and 11 total digs.

The Flames' season was marred by injuries to several players, including senior co-captain Kim Thomas, who missed the last two games of the season due to injury. However, the Flames managed to overcome the adversity and finish the season with a strong showing.
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The Flames' success was due to the strong leadership of senior co-captain Kim Thomas, who had 17 kills and 17 total digs. Theresa Bream added 12 kills and 11 total digs.
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Here's a cheap roommate you'll actually like.

Trying to stretch dollars when you're computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing to make sacrifices.

That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh® Classic computer.

It has everything you need—

including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already installed. And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running in no time.

Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications that all work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program, you're well on your way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing. The Apple SuperDrive™—standard equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share information with someone who uses a different type of computer.

See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind about cheap roommates.

For more information contact

Administrative Computing
582-2275